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Introduction

Emergency Departments (EDs) have gained particular attention under the pressure of
the public opinion and national authorities [1, 5]. The EDs’ performance has in fact
the highest impact on patient care and is highly relevant in public opinion, e.g. public
debate on excessive waiting time or misdiagnosis [3]. Therefore, through the past
years, the need to improve the EDs’ operational efficiency has attracted much attention from researchers and practitioners [6, 8]. Health managers and national health
authorities have progressively posed more attention to ED performances and created
some indicators to understand the service level offered to the patients, like waiting
times and similar indicators. However, they tend to evaluate and monitor ED processes by only synthetic indicators that do not provide a detailed picture of the ED systems, due to the complexity of healthcare processes [2]. Such an approach does not
allow to deeply analyze process performances and to compare practices and results
among different EDs. On the contrary, a more in-depth knowledge of ED performances and patient-flows may allow to identify the main process problems (e.g., bottlenecks, process anomalies, etc.), to streamline/optimize the flows, and to replicate
the “best practices” from the best performing EDs [4].
Insert in this context, this on-going research intends to investigate the operational
performances and to compare the managerial practices of two distinct EDs exploiting
process mining techniques [7]. Process mining can support the identification of pathways, the evaluation of process performances, and the exploration of potential best
practices. A real case study involving two Italian EDs is presented.
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Research Objective

This research aims to suggest a methodology for comparing patient-flows and operational performances of distinct EDs exploiting process mining techniques. In so doing, it tries to overcome some limitations of model-driven analysis techniques when
applied to emergency care [4, 5].
More in detail, the following objectives are posed for this research:
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- To investigate and compare the patient-flows and the managerial practices followed by distinct EDs.
- To evaluate process performances across EDs with an appropriate set of indicators.
- To deeply explore the differences in operational performances and to identify the
best practices.
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Case Study and Preliminary Findings

The study exploits the real datasets of two medium-sized public EDs, located in
north-central Italy. The two hospitals, which are part of the same health organization,
have the same size, serve quite analogous areas and patients, and were both recently
built. Therefore, the work organization, information systems, buildings, and resources
of the EDs are practically the same. The similarity of the two EDs allowed to conduct
a detailed and comprehensive comparison of performances and patient-flows more
easily. For each ED, we collected a dataset that covers the same period of operations –
about 8 months – and accounts for about 40,000 patient instances and 450,000 events.
Preliminary results endorse the idea that Process Mining can be exploited for comparing ED performances and work practices, allowing health managers to take improvement actions.
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